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Abstract

In this paper, we show how different elements of awareness information in groupware systems can be defined in terms of conveying attentive states of the participants. Different kinds of awareness are distinguished: at macro- and micro-level, the latter consisting of workspace awareness and conversational awareness. We summarize the functional elements of micro-level awareness, organizing them hierarchically in terms of their relation to the attention of participants. We further discuss how groupware systems can capture and represent awareness by means of attention-based metaphors, and give an example of a virtual meeting room in which the gaze direction of the participants is conveyed by means of modern ‘imaging’ eyetracking technology.

Introduction

Groupware and videoconferencing systems allow groups of people to collaborate and communicate synchronously and interactively while at different locations. Current systems allow participants to interact by means of audio and video, allowing them to hear and see each other. However, a rather low level of acceptance of such systems [LOR] implies that important aspects of human communication are not supported in contrast to their presence in face-to-face interaction: in particular, we feel that people need to be better aware who is talking to whom and about what [VER].

Structuring Awareness

We feel it is time to start organizing different aspects of awareness into an analytical framework. This in an attempt to put a hold on the proliferation of terms indicating similar concepts (ironically, we will suggest new jargon in an attempt to get rid of the old), and the habit of defining awareness in terms of the GUI widgets which constitute it. Hopefully, such a framework will make it easier for human factors designers to structurally develop awareness functionality within their application framework. We will attempt to put some functional elements which we consider important into a framework based on the definition of awareness (within the realm of synchronous interactive systems) in terms of conveying the attention of others. A two level split is considered: macro-level awareness dealing with aspects of the world outside a virtual meeting, and micro-level awareness dealing with awareness aspects of a virtual meeting. We will then concentrate on micro-level awareness which in its turn is divided into workspace and conversational awareness.

Awareness: Towards Conveying Joint Attention States

We propose to define elements of awareness in terms of the time and place of the attention of other participants. Thus, we can look at awareness in communication and collaboration (we pitch the term communilaboration for the intersection of these two) in terms of a network of joint attention states. Once awareness is modeled in terms of attentive states of the participants, we can attempt to systematically capture and explicitly represent these attentive states in order to provide comprehensive awareness information. Before discussing a possible mapping of attentive states with awareness
information, we would first like to narrow our focus by defining complementary levels of awareness information.

**Macro-level Awareness**

Macro-level awareness are forms of awareness which convey background information about the activities of others prior to or outside of a meeting. This relates to *informal awareness* [GRE] and *general awareness* [GAV]. Both are defined as “…the general sense of who is around and what others are up to”. Who is available for a meeting, what will the meeting be about, where, why and when will it take place and what tools will be used? Most of this information is rather discrete by nature. Often, small, low-frequency images [DOU] or activity indicators [GRE] can be used to sense the availability of persons for communicaboration. In this paper, however, we would like to concentrate on a relatively neglected issue of micro-level awareness and how it can be constituted by representing the attention of others.

**Micro-level Awareness: Conversation and Workspace**

Micro-level awareness are forms of awareness which give online information about the activities of others during the meeting itself. This relates to the concept of Focused Collaboration Awareness discussed by Gaver [GAV]. Micro-level awareness usually has a more continuous nature than its macro-level counterpart. It consists of two categories: *Conversational awareness* and *Workspace awareness*. Conversational awareness contains information about who is communicating with whom, workspace awareness contains information about who is working on what. Both imply a notion of space: in order to constitute these forms of awareness, one needs to know where ‘who’ is and where ‘what’ is. Together, they can provide information about who is talking to whom about what (e.g., by way of deictic references - see [BAL], [VE1]).

**Elements of Micro-level Awareness in Communilaboration**

Gutwin and Greenberg [GUT] propose a framework for workspace awareness according to a number of elements that play a role in this form of awareness. For each element, they consider the mechanisms people use to gather awareness information. We have adapted their framework to include conversational awareness, adding the element *People* (refer to Table 1). We also defined the different elements in terms of their relation to the attentive states of others. We define an attentive state as a description of someone’s focus of attention during an activity. At a syntactical level this involves describing the spatial and temporal properties of someone’s (visual) attention, at a semantical level which actions, objects or people someone is attending to.

For each element of workspace awareness, Gutwin and Greenberg give their functionality by listing questions that participants might ask themselves during shared activities. In Table 1, we did the same for conversational awareness. Some elements have shared functionality between workspace and conversational awareness. These are represented in joint cells.
Our model is hierarchically organized in three levels: the syntax, semantics and pragmatics of conveying awareness information in terms of attentive states. Each category of attentive state is attributed to one of these levels, and each element of awareness is attributed to a category of attentive state.

At the syntax level there are two categories, the basic building blocks of our model. Locus of Attention describes the spatial aspects of attention, while Attention Span describes the temporal aspects of attention. All higher-level categories in our model can be expressed in terms of these space/time coordinates. The next, semantical level, is functionally the most important. Users should always be aware what actions, objects and people other participants are attending to [RAE]. It is subdivided into entity and action. Entity identifies which objects or persons users are attending to at a given time. Action describes how this relationship varies over time. Thus, actions are described by the dynamics of attending to entities.

Categories at the pragmatics level heuristically describe expectations about the spatial and temporal behavior of others based on their history of attending to actions, objects and people. Attention Range relates to expectations in the spatial domain, while Future Attention relates to expectations in the temporal domain. Someone’s Attention Range can be described by the spatial range of their history of attention to actions, objects and people, i.e., the space occupied by their behavior. Someone’s Future Attention can be described by the rhythms of their behavior, based on a history of switching attention between actions, objects and people (turntaking behavior).

The present framework should be seen as an outline of a new design language for conveying awareness in groupware systems. Our syntax, semantics and pragmatics are levels of this language, not of the actual communication process. Such a language will also be of use in the analysis of existing task situations. By monitoring the participant’s locus of attention—the syntax of our language—one can determine which objects (or other participants) they are attending to, in order to make higher-level inferences about the semantics and pragmatics of their (joint) activities, such as what actions they actually perform.
Conveying Awareness

Communicating awareness means that groupware systems should be able to collect awareness information on the input side and represent it on the output side.

Collecting Awareness Information

On the input side, the suggested framework for representing awareness as conveying the attention of others should make it easier for designers to systematically decide which input data to collect from participants. Much of this information can be collected in an implicit fashion and in terms of spatial and temporal measures: How long and where is someone looking?; How long and where has someone been moving his input device? An important consideration is that much of this information can be captured by monitoring existing input devices: mouse, cameras, microphone etc. An important new complement to such measures is the use of eye-movement information. Although at the moment such technology is not yet used for generic input purposes, this may well change in the near future. Capturing the actual focus and span of visual attention by means of an eyetracking system provides a relatively direct means of capturing awareness information about participants’ relations to actions, objects and people [VE2]. Moreover, first experiments demonstrated that an explicit visualization of attentive states of partners improves communilaboration in constructive problem solving tasks involving experts and novices [VE1].

Visual Representation of Awareness Information

Since most people are experts when it comes to face-to-face communication, it seems reasonable to represent awareness using metaphors loosely based on face-to-face interaction. This way, the possibility of misinterpretations of these representations is minimized. Each element of awareness as listed in Table 1 should therefore have a representation with a meaningful correlation to a face-to-face situation. In a virtual meeting room, this might be accomplished as follows:

- **Conversational awareness.** Each participant can be represented by a personification: a functional model of a participant. The personification consists of a tile showing an image of the participant, which may be a photograph or a motion video image. A colored frame is used as a means of associating personifications with owned objects in a shared workspace. The orientation of personifications, placed within a 3D scene, can be used to convey the gaze direction of the participants in a meaningful way [VER].

- **Workspace awareness.** All participants’ personifications are placed around a table in the 3D scene. This table represents a shared workspace on which they can place shared objects such as documents. Each participant’s attention within this workspace can be represented by lightspots projected within the shared workspace according to the personification’s orientation. Lightspots are associated with personifications by means of color coding. This “miner’s helmet” metaphor can also be used to convey the locus of visual attention during document editing. When a shared document is opened, lightspots appear within the document, conveying where each participant is working. Temporal patterns and beam sizes directly afford awareness attributes such as level of activity and range of activity. Note that personifications can also contribute to workspace awareness since they can be rotated in such a way that they appear to look at a location on the table.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Pragmatics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syntax</td>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Pragmatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locus of Attention (Spatial)</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Location of the lightspots on objects</td>
<td>Orientation of personification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention Span (Temporal)</td>
<td>Presence Activity</td>
<td>Dynamics of the lightspots</td>
<td>Dynamics of orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending to Objects</td>
<td>Objects</td>
<td>Position of objects; Position of lightspots on objects</td>
<td>Orientation towards objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending to People</td>
<td>People</td>
<td>Joint lightspot positions; Joint orientation towards an object</td>
<td>Position of personifications; Orientation towards other personifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending to Actions</td>
<td>Actions</td>
<td>Dynamics of attending to objects</td>
<td>Dynamics of attending to people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention Range</td>
<td>Extents, Abilities &amp; Influence</td>
<td>Spatial patterns in the dynamics of attending to objects</td>
<td>Spatial patterns in the dynamics of attending to people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Attention</td>
<td>Intention &amp; Expectations</td>
<td>Temporal patterns in the dynamics of attending to objects</td>
<td>Temporal patterns in the dynamics of attending to people</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Representing elements of micro-level awareness according to attentive state.

Table 2 shows how the suggested representations may provide answers to the questions in Table 1. The orientation of the personification and the location of the corresponding lightspot (i.e. the lightspot with the same color as the personification) convey the spatial aspects of someone’s visual attention. From the movements of the personifications and the lightspots, people can see whether their partners are actually present, and if so, how actively they are working and communicating. These spatial and temporal aspects of awareness provide valuable cues for inferring attentive states at the semantical level. People working together on an object have their personification rotated towards the location of this object and their lightspots hovering around the object. When someone is speaking with other people, he will look at each of them from time to time [ARG], causing his personification to orient toward them. Actions can be inferred through the dynamic interactive behavior of lightspots, objects and personifications. Attention Range and Future Attention can be inferred through the spatial and temporal patterns found in a history of such behavior.

Recapitulating, we confined ourselves to representing explicitly only the spatial aspects of attentive states at the syntax and entity levels (at any given moment in time). All higher-level inferences about these representations are left to the user’s interpretation. This does not mean that our framework would not allow explicit representation of higher-level attentive states. For example, one could implement Attention Range explicitly by translucently coloring parts of space where users have done things. However, by using attention-based metaphors modeled after everyday communication, we choose to structure the visual representation of awareness information in an implicit fashion, providing more or less natural affordances. Within conversational awareness, for example, gaze direction is used as a direct metaphor to convey interest, focus and intention during mediated communication. We experimented with its use in video mediated collaboration, and we demonstrated how still images conveying gaze direction improved conversational awareness with respect to full-motion video [VER; VO2]. Although our empirical findings are inconclusive in this respect, we strongly feel a representation of gaze direction can ease turntaking, particularly in large groups.
Applying the Framework: The GAZE Groupware System

With recent advances in hard- and software it has become possible to create multiplatform shared virtual meeting rooms supporting audio conferencing supplemented with micro-level awareness. We developed a prototype of such a system (The GAZE Groupware System) based on desk-mounted eyetracking technology and VRML 2.0. This Virtual Reality Modeling Language [SGI] allows interactive 3D scenes to be explored over the Internet with a standard multiplatform browser.

Figure 1 shows a typical participant’s view during a four-person communilaboration using the GAZE Groupware System. The left part of this image contains a 3D scene showing a room with a table and the participants’ personifications around it. Each personification consists of a simple 2D picture (or, in future versions, a live video image) which rotates in 3D space according to where their participant looks.

On the table, a document is placed with two lightspots on it. The lightspots belong to the persons sitting on the left- and right-hand side (and share the same color as their personifications\(^1\)), indicating that their visual attention is confined to this document. Similarly, their personifications are tilted towards the document. When a participant opens the document on the table, it is downloaded and displayed in the right part of his screen. Here, lightspots indicate the location of other participants’ visual attention within the document, providing a noncommand interface [NIE] which allows easy referencing of sections\(^2\) (‘What do you think of this bit?’).

The system determines the location of the user’s on-screen visual attention by means of an LC Technologies’ Eyegaze eyetracker [LCT]. This way, the user’s locus of attention is known, and can be displayed on the other participants’ screens. Although current desk-mounted eyetracking technology

---

1. Our coding scheme should be a redundant one. We might have gotten away with it had this publication appeared in color.
2. We realize there are privacy concerns. At the moment, our only solution is to give continuous feedback about one’s own lightspot, so that users are aware their point of gaze is being transmitted. We are not sure this is an appropriate solution.
still puts some restraints on the participant’s head movements, we strongly feel that current developments are leading towards eyetracking technology which is inexpensive and totally transparent in use. As we are coming closer to understanding the relationship between dynamics of gaze behavior and the ongoing distribution of attention in its different forms [VE3], we can open the way to a whole generation of attention-based technologies.

Informal sessions with several hundred novice users at ACM Expo 1997 indicated that our approach to awareness representation in a mediated system seems to be a promising one. Most participants seemed to easily interpret the awareness information provided in terms of attention-based metaphors. The underlying eyetracking technology was, in many cases, completely transparent to the participants. We were surprised ourselves by the powerful presence effect generated by the rotation of personifications according to the locus of visual attention. More interestingly, this effect was achieved without the use of live video images (see [VER; VO2] for a more complete discussion). This is a very crude example of how attention-based internet services could actually lead to more optimal use of available network resources. In the foreseeable future, flexible use of bandwidth based on heuristics of the visual attention of individual users will become a reality [VO1].

Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown how many of the interpersonal awareness features in synchronous interactive communilaboration, particularly those on a micro-level, can be described in terms of our attentive state model. Our model allows groupware designers to conceptualize in a more structured way the kinds of awareness features they need to convey. It provides a way of thinking about capturing awareness information using direct yet transparent means and representing it across modalities using attention-based affordances. Our model is by no means exhaustive or complete. We consider it a simple reference framework which can be applied to a wide variety of situated communilaboration. As for our application, the GAZE Groupware System, we demonstrated how our framework may lead to improved awareness features without requiring any explicit additional input from the participants. The system not only shows how careful modeling of awareness features might improve distributed communilaboration, but also how it could lead to a more efficient use of network resources. We feel attention-based groupware systems have the potential of becoming an important and generic awareness supplement to multiparty speech communication over telephone systems and internet alike.
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